


THE COMPACT SUV   REINVENTEDTHE COMPACT SUV | RE-INVENTED



Suzuki pioneered the Compact SUV. Now we’ve 
re-invented it. Every aspect of the design continues 
to reflect Vitara’s legendary vitality, culminating 
in a vehicle that combines SUV lifestyle with city 
convenience like never before.

The muscular body styling immediately turns heads. 
To further express your individuality, you can now mix 
and match interior trims, features and choose exciting 
two-tone exterior colours.

A spirited but highly fuel efficient engine, a 6-speed 
automatic transmission with paddle shift and newly 
designed suspension enhance Vitara’s agile driving 
dynamics. The Vitara Turbo further re-ignites a 
passion for power and acceleration with comparable 
outstanding fuel economy.

The result is an exhilarating driving experience 
unexpected in an SUV and more usually found in 
performance hatches.

Staying true to Suzuki’s legendary 4x4 heritage, 
Vitara’s ALLGRIP 4WD system and 4x4 ground 
clearance mean mud and the snow are no barrier to 
adventure. This capability can now also be combined 
with diesel engine efficiency. Technology reaches a 
whole new level with Suzuki’s intuitive touchscreen 
system incorporating Apple CarPlay® as standard. This 
connects you to satellite navigation, Bluetooth® and 
your own multimedia world.

‘You are what you drive’ takes on an all-new meaning 
in the Suzuki Vitara. The Compact SUV re-invented.

YOUR DRIVE |  RE-INVENTED

Vehicle shown with optional accessories



Vehicle shown with optional accessories



Stand out from the crowd and step up to the Compact 
SUV that re-ignites the thrill of turbo performance.  
Hot on the heels of its success in Europe, the all-new 
Vitara Turbo has arrived.

With a distinctive high-profile grille that adds to its 
dominant road presence, LED headlamps with red-
trimmed projector covers, black alloy wheels, a sporty 
red–accented interior and striking alloy pedals, the  
Vitara Turbo redefines performance and premium 
quality in the Compact SUV category.

Available in 2WD or 4WD, the 1.4-litre Boosterjet  
direct-injection turbo engine delivers more power and 
acceleration for an even more dynamic drive while 
delivering outstanding fuel economy of 5.9L/100km*. 
We’ve lit the fuse. Are you ready to re-ignite  
your passion?

PERFORMANCE | RE-IGNITED

*ADR 81/02 results for 2WD turbo automatic transmission. NEDC Fuel Consumption figures may not mimic real-life driving conditions and should be considered for comparison against other vehicles only.



A range of powerful, yet fuel-efficient engines

Vitara S Turbo

The 1.4 litre Boosterjet is a newly developed 
direct-injection turbo engine that produces a 
smooth surge of responsive power while also 
delivering superb fuel economy. The instant 
acceleration performs like a larger engine and 
adds to the agility of every drive.

Maximum Output: 103kW of Power

Maximum Torque: 220Nm of Torque

Fuel Consumption: 5.9L/100km*  
(on combined cycle)

*ADR 81/02 results for 2WD Turbo automatic transmission. 
NEDC Fuel Consumption figures may not mimic real-life 
driving conditions and should be considered for comparison 
against other vehicles only.

Vitara RT-X Diesel

The 1.6 litre direct-injection common rail diesel 
engine enhances the Vitara’s performance 
characteristics. An adoption of an electronically 
controlled variable geometry turbocharger 
allows for a greater range of torque whilst 
delivering cleaner emissions, superior fuel 
efficiency and dynamic performance.

Maximum Output: 88kW of Power

Maximum Torque: 320Nm of Torque

Fuel Consumption: 4.9L/100km*  
(on combined cycle)

*ADR 81/02 results for 4WD diesel automatic transmission. 
NEDC Fuel Consumption figures may not mimic real-life 
driving conditions and should be considered for comparison 
against other vehicles only.

Vitara RT-S

The 1.6 litre engine has an updated design 
for optimal performance across the rev range. 
Weight savings in the engine and related parts 
help to achieve superior fuel economy with high 
output and torque.

Maximum Output: 86kW of Power

Maximum Torque: 156Nm of Torque

Fuel Consumption: 5.8L/100km*  
(on combined cycle)

*ADR 81/02 results for 2WD manual transmission. NEDC 
Fuel Consumption figures may not mimic real-life driving 
conditions and should be considered for comparison against 
other vehicles only.



Personalise your Vitara with 
a choice of optional interior 

trims and features.

INDIV IDUALITY |  RE-INVENTED The RT-S model comes standard with 
fabric seats with silver stitching, while 
the S Turbo and RT-X Diesel models 
come with leather seats with suede 
inserts and suede door inserts.

Red stitching on the S Turbo model 
adds to the sporty feel.S Turbo

RT-S

RT-X Diesel

Make your Vitara truly yours. With the ability to choose 
striking two-tone body colours, add bold interior trim 
colours and even more accessories, you can take your 
Vitara and personalise it. 

Mix and match colours and designs to suit your taste, 
and make your Vitara as individual as you are.





The spacious interior of the Vitara redefines Compact 
SUV comfort. Taking its inspiration from the sporty 
exterior the cabin envelops you in iconic style.

The focal point of the Vitara is the dynamic dash 
design integrating the 7-inch multimedia touchscreen 
with intelligent technology. From every angle the 
striking lines and features convey Vitara’s sporty and 
muscular SUV style inside, as it does outside.

The dash also features a digital climate control system, 
ensuring you and your passengers always travel in 
complete comfort. The high level of finish throughout 

extends to suede door inserts and leather and suede 
seat upholstery in the Turbo and RT-X Diesel models. 
Premium red accents on the Turbo further add to the 
overall sporty feel.

In the cabin is all the driving intelligence you need. 
Average fuel use, outside temperature and the 
ALLGRIP^ driving mode can be read at a glance. Audio 
controls, cruise control and Bluetooth® phone controls 
are all conveniently located on the steering wheel, so 
you can keep your eyes on the road ahead.

Automatic wipers and lights*

Rain-sensing wipers automatically turn 
themselves on and off, so you can 
concentrate on any challenging driving 
conditions ahead. The auto-levelling 
headlights have sensors that turn 
the headlights and taillights on or off 
depending on the brightness on the day.

*S Turbo and RT-X Diesel models

Keyless push start system*

Even when the key is in your pocket 
or bag, you can easily lock or unlock 
the Vitara by pressing the button on 
the door handle. The system also 
allows you to start and stop the 
engine by pushing a button on  
the dash. 

Sporty paddle shift control

Choose the 6-speed auto and you’ll 
find paddle shifts on the steering 
wheel. These add to the sense of a 
sporty feel, as you manually shift up 
and down gears.

Audio controls 
Practical and convenient, steering  
wheel-mounted controls allow you to 
concentrate on the road.

INTERIOR | RE-DEFINED

^4WD models only.



TECHNOLOGY | RE-INVENTED

Life’s out there waiting. All you want to do is instantly 
link up with your world and connect. Whether you want 
to listen to your music, call your friends or plan a journey, 
Vitara’s multimedia satellite navigation system with 
Apple CarPlay® makes it easy.

7-inch multi-touch colour display  
The WVGA (Wide Video Graphics Array) 
display gives you intuitive control of 
audio and video, as well as hands-free 
phone and navigation systems. This 
includes Bluetooth®  connectivity, full 
iPod® integration and AM/FM radio and  
audio playback options.

Satellite Navigation
Easy-to-follow art map style navigation 
makes it easier to get to wherever you 
want to go.

Bluetooth®

Bluetooth® audio streaming lets you 
stream music from your smart phone 
and enables you to use the phone 
hands free.

Apple CarPlay® 
The Smartphone Linkage Display Audio works with Apple CarPlay® by 
connecting your compatible iPhone via USB. Apple CarPlay® allows you to 
make phone calls, access your music, send and receive messages, get 
directions all by voice command or by tapping on the display. 

Rear view camera
The navigation system also features  
a rear view camera with guidelines  
that makes agile parking with safety  
a breeze.

Responsive voice control
Voice recognition lets you search for 
points of interest, your favourite music, 
or dial up your contacts, without taking 
your hands off the steering wheel.

For more information and to check the compatibility of your device with any of the different technologies, 
please visit the relevant website for Apply CarPlay®. Apple CarPlay® is a registered trademark of Apple Inc. 



Vehicle shown with optional accessories

STYLE |  RE-INVENTED



The Vitara is designed around your lifestyle. The 
interior has a massive 375 litres of luggage space. 
The 60:40 split folding rear seat and movable luggage 
board let you recompose the interior in an instant.

Even when the rear seats aren’t folded down, 
heaps of gear and even a golf bag fit in comfortably. 
The tailgate is also lower for extra easy loading.

You’ll also find lots of clever compartments exactly 
where you want them.

SUV STYLE |  SUV SPACE

RT-X Diesel



SUV LIFESTYLE | CITY CONVENIENCE
With its car-like handling, excellent fuel economy 
(5.8L/100km*) and spacious interior, the Vitara blends 
SUV lifestyle with city convenience like never before. 
In fact, the Vitara RT-S has already taken out the top 
‘Drive Car Of The Year – Best City SUV 2015’ award.  
If you’re looking for extra zip, the Vitara Turbo delivers 
more power and super smooth acceleration with 
comparable fuel efficiency.

The 6-speed automatic transmission improves 
performance, fuel efficiency and quietness, while 

the lightweight rigid body and MacPherson-strut 
suspension enhances overall driveability. A diesel 
engine option is also available that turns in impressive 
City/Highway figures of 4.9L/100km.̂

Perfectly suited to city driving thanks to its compact 
design and hatch-like cornering and stability, it feels 
just as comfortable navigating tight city streets as it 
does enjoying the freedom of the open road.

Overall width: 1,775mm

Overall length: 4,175mm
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TALLER WIDER STANCE

COMPACT CITY DRIVING

Lightweight rigid body
High-tensile steel has been used in many parts of the body, increasing the 
rigidity while reducing weight. The rigidity of the mountings for suspension 
frames and around the back of the body has also been enhanced to increase 
the overall body rigidity for excellent performance on all kinds of road surface 
conditions. Technologies to reduce weight have been applied to the vehicle 
body as well as mechanical parts including the doors, seats, suspension, and 
brakes. These combine to achieve outstanding fuel economy.

Aerodynamic performance
Through extensive research and testing, the Vitara achieves great aerodynamic 
performance while maintaining a rugged SUV look.

*ADR 81/02 results for 2WD manual transmission. NEDC Fuel Consumption figures may not mimic real-life driving conditions and should be considered for comparison against other vehicles only. 
^ADR 81/02 results for 4WD diesel automatic transmission. NEDC Fuel Consumption figures may not mimic real-life driving conditions and should be considered for comparison against other vehicles only.



Hill Hold Control

Makes hill starts easy by preventing 
rolling back when moving your foot 
from the brake to the accelerator. 

Hill Descent Control

Standard on models with ALLGRIP 
4WD. If engine braking isn’t enough 
to slow you down when negotiating 
a steep downhill slope, this 
automatically applies the brake to 
keep your Vitara at a low speed.

ADVENTURE | RE-DISCOVERED

Impressive ground clearance and angles (Standard on all models)

With its large tyres and drive height, the Vitara provides an impressive ground 
clearance of 185mm. With more leeway in approach, ramp breakover, and 
departure angles, it runs smoothly over deeply–rutted or snowy roads.

The Vitara Turbo 4WD and the RT-X Diesel option 
both come with ALLGRIP, Suzuki’s fully integrated 
4WD system. ALLGRIP maximises road grip in varying 
conditions while decreasing running costs. 

The 4WD system lets you choose from four driving 
modes using a simple push-and-turn dial on the centre 
console. Coupled with Vitara’s extra ground clearance 
and Suzuki’s 4x4 heritage, Vitara is ready to escape the 
city for your next weekend adventure. 

With Hill-Descent Control With Hill-Hold Control

Snow mode

Snow mode provides optimal configurations on slippery surfaces, such as snow, 
ice and mud. In accordance with accelerator pedal and steering inputs, Snow 
mode anticipates slippage before it occurs and allocates torque to the rear 
wheels to ensure outstanding grip. In addition, ESC kicks in earlier to assist 
vehicle stability on low friction surfaces. Reliable in slippery conditions with 
stability and outstanding control, Snow mode lets you relax and enjoy driving.

Lock mode*

Lock mode constantly distributes high torque to the rear wheels to generate 
maximum traction. If the vehicle becomes stuck, ESC and other controls are 
optimised for extrication from deep snow and mud. Braking is applied to the 
slipping wheels and provides ample torque to the gripping wheels. 

*Lock mode automatically switches to Snow mode at speeds over 60km/h. 

Auto mode

Auto mode normally keeps the vehicle in 2WD. However, when tyre slippage 
is detected it automatically switches to 4WD. It prioritises fuel economy by 
switching to 4WD only when necessary. Auto mode provides reassurance in 
case of sudden changes in the weather like a sudden shower.

Sport mode

Sport mode actively uses 4WD to deliver supreme cornering performance 
on sharp bends and winding roads. It changes accelerator and torque 
characteristics for better engine response, and on vehicles with automatic 
transmission the engine revs are kept high. All these features combine to offer 
a sporty drive. In addition, Sport mode delays ESC intervention, respecting your 
intentions for sporty driving.

Four driver-selectable modes



Thirsty for excitement, yet incredibly fuel-efficient, the 
Vitara revitalises the original passion we felt when we 
pioneered the Compact SUV.

You’ll quickly discover a spirited petrol or diesel engine 
brimming with personality. With impressive torque 
through all gears, the engine produces powerful driving 
on city roads as well as winding tracks. The reduced 
friction and weight in the engine both contribute to an 
extremely low fuel consumption of 5.8L/100km*  
on the combined cycle. The Vitara Turbo further dials 

up the excitement with a surprisingly similar level 
of economy. Coupled with the 6-speed automatic 
transmission with paddle shifts or super smooth 
5-speed manual**, the Vitara is the perfect balance of 
responsive power and exceptional fuel economy.  
A quick glance at the fuel gauge will certainly assure 
you of this. 

You’ll also notice the evolved high performance 
suspension. This lighter, stiffer suspension provides 
superior handling while boosting ride comfort.

6-speed automatic
This adds to response at low speeds 
and also lowers engine revs at higher 
speeds. Paddle shifts on the steering 
wheel let you experience manual 
mode by shifting up and down gears. 
The expanded lockup area also 
improves performance, fuel efficiency 
and quietness.  

5-speed manual transmission**

Smartly optimises gear ratios for 
better fuel economy and the light 
shift action heightens your driving 
pleasure.

EXCITEMENT |  RE-INVIGORATED

*ADR 81/02 results for 2WD manual transmission. NEDC Fuel Consumption figures may not mimic real-life driving conditions and should be considered for comparison against other vehicles only. **RT-S model only.

MacPherson-strut suspension
The front wheels have a MacPherson-strut suspension. Extra driving stability 
is delivered by enhancing the rigiity of the lower arms, suspension frame layout, 
and struts. The rear wheels have an improved torsion-beam suspension. 
This also contributes to stability and ride comfort.



Whether driving down the highway or a bush track, 
you are surrounded by some of the world’s most 
advanced safety features. Seven airbags including 
dual front, side, curtain and a knee airbag for the 
driver immediately create a sense of confidence.

The best protection is avoiding an accident 
altogether. This is where Vitara’s dynamic safety 
systems such as Electronic Stability Control (ESC), 
Electronic Brakeforce Distribution (EBD) and Brake 
Assist System (BAS) come into their own.

ESC (Electronic Stability Control) 
If the wheels lose traction, ESC adjusts the engine and brakes to help keep you 
in control.

Parking sensors 
Front and rear sensors on the  
Vitara S Turbo and RT-X Diesel models 
monitor the space around you and give 
out a beeping sound when approaching 
an obstruction. 

Impact safety and pedestrian protection
Maximising occupant safety and pedestrian protection, Suzuki’s TECT (Total 
Effective Control Technology) utilises high tensile steel. Crumple zones absorb 
energy on impact, as the frame shifts it away from passengers inside.

LED DRLs and Fog Lamps
Daytime Running Lamps feature  
bright LED energy saving technology. 
Fog lamps further enhance visibility  
and safety.

Rear view camera 
The navigation system features a  
rear view camera with guidelines that 
makes agile parking with safety 
a breeze.

SAFETY |  RE-ASSURED



PERSONALISATION | RE-INVENTED
We’ve re-invented the Compact SUV. Now it’s your 
turn to get inventive. With the ability to add bold 
interior trim colours and a range of exterior and 
interior accessory packs, you can take your Vitara 
and make it personal. 

Mix and match colours and designs to suit your 
taste, and make your Vitara as individual as you are.

Ask your Suzuki Dealer to show you the complete 
range of exterior genuine accessories.



With a range of exterior accessory packs available, 
you can style your Vitara and make it unique.

The accessory packs include striking chrome 
accents that exude a bold style, plus daring  
black accessories including wheels and grilles  

that transform the Vitara into the latest  
fashion statement.

For a full range of Suzuki Genuine Accessories 
and accessory packs to suit your Vitara, speak to 
your local Suzuki Dealer.

PERSONALISATION | RE-INVENTED



• 1.6L VVT engine
• Multimedia satellite navigation system
• 7 airbags & ESC
• ABS, EBD & BA
• Cruise control
• 5.8L per 100km fuel economy*

• Digital climate control 
• Bluetooth® connectivity
• iPod® USB connectivity
• Steering wheel audio controls
• 17” alloy wheels
• Daytime running lights
• Power windows and mirrors
• Privacy Glass

Multimedia satellite navigation Apple CarPlay®Daytime running lights (DRL)Digital climate control

*ADR 81/02 results for 2WD manual transmission. NEDC Fuel Consumption figures may not mimic real-life driving conditions and should be considered for comparison against other vehicles only. Apple CarPlay® is a registered trademark of Apple Inc. 



• 1.6L DDiS turbo diesel engine
• Multimedia satellite navigation system
• Apple CarPlay®

• 7 airbags & ESC
• ABS, EBD & BA
• Cruise control with speed limiter
• 4.9L per 100km fuel economy^

• Reversing camera
• Keyless entry & start system
• Digital climate control
• Bluetooth® connectivity
• iPod® USB connectivity
• Steering wheel audio controls
• LED daytime running lights
• Power windows and mirrors
• ALLGRIP 4WD technology
• Polished 17” alloy wheels
• Dual panoramic sunroof
• Front and rear parking sensors
• Chrome grille 
• LED headlights 

Multimedia satellite navigation Dual panoramic sunroofLeather seats with suede inserts

• Auto levelling headlights
• Auto on/off headlights
• Automatic wipers
• Electric folding door mirrors
• Side turn indicators in door mirrors
• 2 tweeters
• Overhead console (sunglasses holder)
• Suede door insert 
• Leather accented seats  

with suede inserts

ALLGRIP 4WD system

^ADR 81/02 results automatic transmission. NEDC Fuel Consumption figures may not mimic real-life driving conditions and should be considered for comparison against other vehicles only. Apple CarPlay® is a registered trademark of Apple Inc.



• Boosterjet Direct-Injection Turbo Engine
• 6 Speed Automatic
• Multimedia satellite navigation system
• Apple CarPlay®
• 7 airbags & ESC
• ABS, EBD & BA
• Leather seats with suede inserts & red stitching
• Cruise control with speed limiter
• 5.9L per 100km fuel economy**

• Reversing camera
• Keyless entry & start system
• Digital climate control
• Bluetooth® connectivity
• iPod® USB connectivity
• Steering wheel audio controls
• LED daytime running lights
• Power windows and mirrors
• 17” black alloy wheels
• Front and rear parking sensors
• New chrome grille 
• LED headlights 
• Auto levelling headlights

• Auto on/off headlights
• Automatic wipers
• Silver electric folding door mirrors
• Side turn indicators in door mirrors
• 2 tweeters
• Overhead console (sunglasses holder)
• Suede door insert 
• Red accented interior

Multimedia satellite navigation1.4L Boosterjet Direct-Injection Turbo EngineLeather seats with suede inserts & red stitchingApple CarPlay®

**ADR 81/02 results automatic transmission. Apple CarPlay® is a registered trademark of Apple Inc.



All care is taken to ensure the accuracy of this brochure at the time of publication approval. Specifications, features, 
prices and model availability may vary from state to state and may change without notice. Always consult your authorised 
Suzuki Dealer or refer to www.suzuki.com.au for the latest details on all models. SUZUKI will not be held liable for any loss 
as a result of reliance on the content of this brochure, whether in negligence or otherwise. Vehicles are shown for 
illustrative purposes only and may not depict exact Australian specifications. Published May 2016.  TSPSUZ2242

Note: Vitara RT-S Manual is not available in Horizon Orange Metallic with Black Roof. Bright Red with Black Roof is only available on Vitara S Turbo models. Additional cost for premium metallic paint and two-tone premium paint.

MODEL Vitara  
RT-S

Vitara  
S Turbo

Vitara  
RT-X Diesel

POWERTRAIN

Engine 1.6L Petrol 
with VVT

Petrol 1.4L 
Boosterjet

1.6L DDiS 
Diesel

Number of cylinders 4 
Number of valves 16 
Piston displacement (cm3) 1,586 1,373 1,598 
Bore × stroke (mm) 78.0x83.0 73.0×82.0 79.5×80.5
Compression ratio 11 10 16.5
Maximum power (kW/rpm) 86/6,000 103/5,500 88/3,750
Maximum torque (Nm/rpm) 156/4,400 220/1,500-4,000 320/1,750
Drive system 2WD 2WD ALLGRIP ALLGRIP

Fuel distribution Multipoint 
injection Direct injection Direct injection 

(common rail)

Fuel Type 91 RON 
Unleaded

95 RON 
Unleaded Diesel

Fuel tank capacity (L) 47 
DIMENSIONS
Overall length (mm) 4,175 
Overall width (mm) 1,775 
Overall height (mm) 1,610 
Wheelbase (mm) 2,500 
Tread—front (mm) 1,535 
Tread—rear (mm) 1,505 
Minimum turning radius (m) 5.2
Minimum ground clearance (mm) 185 
Number of doors 5
Seating capacity 5 
Luggage capacity (L) — Max. volume 1,120 
     Rear seatback folded (L) 710 
     Rear seatback raised (L) 375 
Kerb weight (kg) 1,075 1,120 1,160 1,235 1,325 
Gross vehicle weight (kg) 1,730 1,730 1,870 
TRANSMISSION
Type 5MT 6AT 6AT 6TCSS
1st gear ratio 3.545 4.667 4.044 4.154
2nd gear ratio 1.904 2.533 2.371 2.269
3rd gear ratio 1.258 1.556 1.556 1.435
4th gear ratio 0.911 1.135 1.159 0.978
5th gear ratio 0.725 0.859 0.852 0.755
6th gear ratio — 0.686 0.672 0.622
Reverse gear ratio 3.25 3.394 3.193 4.000
Final gear ratio 4.411 3.502 3.502 3.883
FUEL CONSUMPTION
Fuel consumption (L/100km) MT/AT* 5.8 6.0 5.9 6.2 4.9
CO2 emissions (G/lm) MT/AT 136 139 138 145 131 
CHASSIS
Steering Rack & pinion
Brakes Front Ventilated disc

Rear Disc
Suspensions Front MacPherson strut with coil spring

Rear Torsion beam with coil spring
WHEELS
Tyres (width/profile) 215/55
Wheel size 17”
Wheel type Alloy Black Alloy Polished Alloy
Spare Space Saver
EXTERIOR
Panoramic sunroof Double sliding function — — std
Wheel arch extensions std std std
Roof rails Silver std std std
Outside door handles Body coloured std std std
Tailgate opener Electromagnetic std std std
Privacy glass std std std
Fender Garnish Grey std — —

Chrome — std std
Front grille Grey std — —

Chrome — std std
VISIBILITY
Headlamps High Beam Halogen Halogen

Low Beam Halogen LED
LED Projector Cover — Red Blue

Automatic lamps — std std
Front fog lamps std std std
Automatic wiper — std std
Outside door mirrors Body coloured std — std

Satin silver coloured — std —
Electrically adjustable std std std
Electrically folding — std std
With built-in turn signal lamps — std std

Day/night rearview mirror std std std
STEERING AND INSTRUMENT PANEL
3-spoke steering wheel
     Tilt- and telescopic-adjustable std std std
     Leather covered std std (red stitching) std
     With audio controls std std std
     With cruise control std std std
     With speed Limiter control std std std
     With Bluetooth control std std std
     Shift paddles (6AT/6TCSS) std std std
Information display
     Digital clock std std std
     Outside temperature gauge std std std
     Fuel consumption gauge (instantaneous/average) std std std
     Average speed std std std
     Driving range std std std
     Gear position indicator std std std
     Gear shift indicator (5MT/6AT & 6TCSS with manual mode) std std std
     Driving mode indicator (ALLGRIP models) — std std

MODEL Vitara  
RT-S

Vitara  
S Turbo

Vitara  
RT-X Diesel

DRIVING AMENITIES
Power Windows Front std std std

Rear std std std
Remote-control door locks With hazard lamp answerback function std std std
Keyless push start system — std std
Air conditioner Automatic (single zone) std std std
Heater std std std
Pollen filter std std std
Audio Speaker x 4 std std std

Tweeter x 2 — std std
MP3/WMA + Bluetooth® std std std
Satellite Navigation std std std
Apple CarPlay® std std std
ALLGRIP 4WD System 4 modes — std (ALLGRIP) std
Cruise control std std std
Speed limiter std std std
INTERIOR
Front map light std std std
Centre cabin light std std std
Glove box light std std std
Overhead console — — std
Cup holders Front x 2 std std std
Bottle holders Front door x 2, Rear door x 2 std std std
USB socket Centre-lower box std std std
12V accessory socket Centre-lower box std std std
Alloy Pedals — std —
Centre Clock std std std
A/C Louver Rings Chrome std — std

Red — std —
Seats
Front seats Seat height adjuster (driver’s side) std std std

Seatback pocket (passenger’s side) std std std
Rear seats 60:40-split single-folding std std std
Seat upholstery material Fabric with stitching std —

Leather accented & suede — std (red 
stitching) std

Luggage Area
Luggage area 12V accessory socket std std std
SAFETY, SECURITY AND ENVIRONMENTAL COMPATIBILITY
SRS dual front airbags std std std
SRS side airbags Front std std std
SRS curtain airbags std std std
SRS knee airbag Driver’s side std std std
Seat belts
Front: 3-point ELR seat belts with pretensioners, force limiters and height 
adjusters std std std

Rear: 3-point ELR seat belts x 3 std std std
ISOFIX child seat anchorages x 2 std std std
Child seat tether anchorages x 3 std std std
Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) std std std
Electronic Brakeforce Distribution (EBD) std std std
Electronic Stability Control (ESC) std std std
Hill hold control std (6AT) std std
Brake assist function std std std
Hill descent control (ALLGRIP models) — std std
Parking sensors Front — std std

Rear — std std
Daytime Running Lights (DRL) LED std std std
Reversing Camera std std std

SPECIFICATIONS

DIMENSIONS

*NEDC Fuel Consumption figures may not mimic real-life driving conditions and should be considered for 
comparison against other vehicles only.
All care is taken to ensure the accuracy of this brochure at the time of publication approval. Specifications, 
features, prices and model availability may vary from state to state and may change without notice. 
Always consult your authorised Suzuki Dealer or refer to suzuki.com.au for the latest details on all models. 
SUZUKI will not be held liable for any loss as a result of reliance on the content of this brochure, whether 
in negligence or otherwise. Vehicles are shown for illustrative purposes only and may not depict exact 
Australian specifications. Published August 2016. TSPSUZ2532

COLOURS

Bright Red with Black Roof Atlantis Turquoise Pearl Metallic  
with Black Roof

Horizon Orange Metallic 
with Black Roof

Savannah Ivory Metallic 
with Black Roof

Cool White Pearl Galactic Grey Metallic Cosmic Black Pearl Metallic


